
Commission 11/25/13 Date Selection:
Alyssa Bickoff- UTC Coordinator
Bethany Greenbaum- UTC Director of Communications
Erica Haas-BET
Sarah Minkoff-BET
John Schnorenberg-BET (also Director)
Helena Raffel-HTG
Julie Bauer-HTG
Sarah Brodsky-HTG
Sarah Waldron-Players (Director)
Zach Marlin-Players
Jessica Pizzuti-Players
Bethany Adam-Tymp
Noah Suchoff-Tymp
Jason Haberman-Tymp
Lizzy Benway-Tymp
Danny Steinberg-SPS
Ian Carroll-SPS

March 2-9 HTP
March 13-16 Show #1
March 27- 30 Show #2
April 3-6 Show #3
April 10-13 Show #4
April 25, 26 BK 

First decisions:
HTG picks first: Show 4 April 10-13
Players: Show 2 March 27-30
Tymp: Show 3 April 3-6
BET: Show 1 March 13-16

Tymp decision: excited, Brandeis Cares is mainstage. Not putting on Evil Dead, but will 
be collaborating with HTG on Hairspray. Has contacted the necessary people and will 
be sending email out to everyone this week. Evil Dead may be a side project.

Should BET be allowed to have the third show week or should HTG use it as a longer 
build week?

BET thinks it would be very difficult to put the show on first show, would really 
appreciate a longer rehearsal period. It is especially important for student written work 
to be on the mainstage. 

Student written work is daunting, but the reputation is not at stake. Important to think 
about surrounding factors that affect the UTC and its decisions.



Show 3 would be incredibly beneficial for BET. Double build is extra for HTG, but more 
beneficial for BET.

Hairspray’s scenes are in a lot of places, so set is very involved and would require the 
extra time.

Maria and TAs have talked and said that experienced members are required.

Is there storage space that set can start being built early?

Can shop be shared for a couple shows?

BET set size: one main set and furniture. Perhaps they can share a shop. Director is not 
against that.

Tymp: goal is to support UTC as a whole. musical club, so focus is htg. if they took first 
show weekend, use shop to build, get storage facility in j-lot, transport, use funding for 
facility. Box truck is available. 

Tymp will take show 1. BET will take show 3.

HTG picks first: Show 4 April 10-13
Players: Show 2 March 27-30
Tymp: Show 3 April 3-6
BET: Show 1 March 13-16

Open commission next week working on UTC constitution. Change extension policy, 
roles utc coordinators can have, review exec documents. Let Alyssa know if there’s 
anything you want included.

Closed commission after that to vote.


